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This is a most fitting tribute to a great man who proudly celebrated the history of African-Americans,

from slavery to civil rights struggles. The award-winning author/illustrator team of Andrea Davis

Pinkney and Brian Pinkney - creators of the popular picture book "Alvin Ailey" - now present a

swinging, vibrant audiobook about the jazz composer Edward Kennedy Ellington, better known as

"Duke".
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Well written and the art is excellent. I read it to my students for African American Month.

Book was in excellent condition!

I am an elementary school music teacher & I ordered this book for my classroom. When I read

through it upon receiving my order I was immediately impressed! The art work is amazing & the

story is very child friendly. You will be pleased with this book as a parent or teacher. It is a wonderful

resource!

Great book. Taught my son quite a bit and helped with his 1st grade project.

Good for school projects.



Duke Ellington: the Piano Prince and His Orchestra is a brief biography of Duke Ellington, the great

jazz pianist and orchestra leader. It only mentions the happy, good events in Ellington's life and

seems intended to spark an interest in jazz music in general, and Ellington in particular.Mrs. Pinkey

writes in vernacular, dropping the"-ing", talking directly to the reader and using slang from the jazz

era. This gives the book a quick rhythm, a jazzy feel, and makes it a joy to read aloud. Her

metaphors for the music are colorful and descriptive, at times poetic.Mr. Pinkney uses bright colors

and bold lines to express the feeling of music being played. The colors add to the jazzy, joyful

rhythm of the words. The texture from the scratch-board technique gives depth to the illustrations.

The bold, curving lines propel the eye around the page, following the drawn music. Overall, the art

gives the impression of movement, vitality and most of all, of music.The intended audience is

preschool age up to around age 8. This is too dense of a book, both in amount of words and amount

of story covered, to be appropriate for a typical four year old. On the other hand, it is such a lively

book to read out loud, it might hold a preschooler's attention despite a disinterest in and lack of

understanding about the subject. For the school age child, I don't think it would be an appropriate

read-alone book, for the reason mentioned above but also because many of the slang words will

need an explanation.

This is an amazing book about Duke Ellington. The language of the book is delightful. It sends you

on a voyage back to the early 1900's and you can practically hear Duke Ellington and his band

playing. Elementary school children will love this book. It will expose them to a prominent

African-American and a musical era that they might never hear about until they are much older. This

book contains absolutely beautiful illustrations that add to the joyous feeling conveyed by this story.
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